In this paper, we obtain some existence Theorems of nonnegativ e solutions with compact support for homogeneous Dirichlet ellipti c problems ; we extend also these results to parabolic systems .
During recent years, many papers are devoted to the study of reactiondiffusion systems which arise very often in applications such as, mathematical biology, chemical reactions and combustion theory . An excellent overview of the subject is the survey of [1] .
Díaz and Herrero [4] and [51, study the case of a single equation of the form :
_pp u --}-alul°`T1 u = f in SZ (Ea,,g) u = g on r7 g , where a is a positive constant, f E L'(Q), g E W l,p (9) and glan E L'(8Q), both with compact support . Then, a necessary and sufficien t condition for the existence of a solution u E W 1 ' p (1-2) n L°° (S?) of (Ea ,j )
with compact support is o < a C p -1 . They obtain the same results for the associated parabolic problem .
Here we generalize the aboye resuits to some elliptic and paraboli c systems and we used the iterative method based on the Compariso n 
In this paper we also use the following lemmas : Lemma Let Ro > 0 be given . We seek a sub-super solution of (S) and (P) in the following way. Let (v,, v) = (0, 0) and (ú, v) be defined by :
Ri (i = 1, 2) are some positive constants .
First we need that ic E e1~SZ} (resp . v E C1 ( SZ) } which implies that th e positive constants A 1 , B 1 (resp . A 2 , B2 ) satisfy :
. These constants will be completely determined in each one of the following sections .
. Elliptic systems
We study the elliptic system (s), wher e g (x, u, .)) is a nondecreasing function for fixed v (resp . fixed u) . (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) The functions f (x, u, v) and g(x, u, v) satisfy : supp fi U suppgl U supp cp U supp ~ C B(Ro) for some Ro > 0 .
We seek solutions (u, v) E X satisfying (S) in the distributional sense.
First we give some conditions on a, /3, f and g which insure that {ú, v ) defined in (2 .2) is a supersolution of (S) . By the definition of a super solution, we have to prove that :
I n B ( Ro),wehave :
In B(R1)\B(Ro), ú is a solution of (&,o) by Lemma 1 [5] , thus (3 .1 ) becomes :
which is satisfied if we have :
and analogously for the other equation of (8), we obtain :
where :
hom (2 .3) to (2 .6), (3 .2) is satisfied if: We choose X 1 and X2 1 such that : 1 +C5X1 1 Ç 2 and 1 +C5X2 1 Ç 2 , so (3 .5) is satisfied if:
imilarly for the other equation of (s), we take :
For (3 .3) and (3 .4), we take :
So, consider Z large enough such that : Existence and uniqueness for solutions of (3 .10) are well-known by [8] and [4] , so that T is well defined . Moreover (w, z) is in Wo'P (S2) n L°° (S2) x Wó ' q (S2 ) n L°°~S2 } and is nonnegative by [3] . Now we extend w and z by OoutofS2 .
ii) T(K) c K . Let (u,v) E K, we have :
multiplying (3 .11) by (w -ic) + := max(w -ú, 0)} and integrating ove r 9, we obtain :
u " -(~)a)(w~)+dx + + Á( f(x, u, v) -f (x, ú, v)) (w -ú)+ dx < 0 .
From (7-t 1 ) and Lemma 2, we have (w -ú}+ = 0, hence 0 Ç w Ç ü .
The same is true for z, 0 Ç z Ç v, T(K) C K .
iii) T is completely continuous :
First we prove that T is compact, let (uj , vi ) be a bounded sequence i n K . By (7í2 ) f (x, u j , vi ) (resp . g (x, uj , vi )) is bounded in Lp* (S2 ) (resp . L q* (S2)} .
(3 .12)
Multiplying the first equation in (3 .10) by w, we obtain for wj : 
Multiplying (3 .15) by ( wj -w) and integrating over S2 we obtain :
It follows from (3 .14) that the right-hand side of (3 .1G) tend to zero as j tends to -f--QO .
From Lemma 2 and Holder's Inequality applied to the left-hand side of (3 .1s), we obtain : J 1V(wi -w)~p dx+m 1J 1(w' -w)I p dx ->O as j ->+oo . M . BoUCHEKIF A similar argument can be used for z . Since K is a convex, bounded and closed subset of E, we can apply Schauder ' s Fixed Point Theorem and obtain the existence of a fixed point for T, which gives the existence o f at least one solution (u, v) of (S) such that o Ç u ç ic and o C v f) . ■
Parabolic system s
In this section, we consider p > 2, q > 2 and Ro > o such that :
where f1, g l , cp, ~ defined in (7-(2) .
We add the following hypothesis : 'C l 4 7 c1Za s~s l a. + Then, the existence of (~, fv } as super solution of (7') in QT is proved . ■ Theorem 2 . Assume that (7-) and integrating over QT, we get :
Using Young ' s Inequality, we Nave :
where C(T) is a positive constant . By the argument of monotonicity [8] , qpu n converges weakly to q pu in L p* (0,T ; Wo 1'p* (SZ)} . Since un -> u a.e . and vn -> v a .e ., the n we have by Convergence Dominated Theorem : uñ+1 vñ+1 converges t o u y v 6 +1 . Hence (u, v) is solution of (7') in OT such that :
< u(x,t) G ú(x) and v(x,t) G v(x) .
We extend u by 0 and v by 0 out of S2 x [0, T] (VT > 0) . Then from Gronwall's Lemma, we obtain : u l = U2 and vi = V2 .
If p~1 \+2 or p = N, W 1 ' P (S2) c-> L 2 (9) and as u E L°°(0, T ; Wó' p (SZ) } and E L 2 (Q T ) then from Lemma 3 we have u E C (R + , L2 ( SZ ) } and similarly for v E C OII + , L2 (Q)} . ■
